The Higher Education Act (HEA) requires that all career education programs receiving federal student aid "prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation." The HEA does not define "gainful employment," but in 2014 the Education Department adopted the gainful employment (GE) rule providing a definition of how career training programs could demonstrate they met this requirement. Although the rule worked to improve quality, lower cost and save taxpayer money, on July 1, 2019 the Trump Administration rescinded the rule and immediately allowed schools to stop complying.

The Gainful Employment Rule Identified Programs that Routinely Left Graduates with Unaffordable Debts:

- The GE rule was based on a simple idea: typical graduates need to earn enough to afford to repay their loans. The rule required any program where typical graduates’ debts exceed both 8 percent of their total income and 20 percent of discretionary income to improve or lose access to federal financial aid.

- The rule applied to all career programs: sixty-one percent of the programs that were covered by the GE Rule were offered by public colleges, primarily community colleges, while the majority of remaining programs were offered by for-profit colleges.

- It ensured that schools provided prospective students and consumers with information about career programs that has included what the typical graduate earns, how much debt graduates have, and what share of graduates find employment in their field.

- More than 350,000 students have completed programs at schools that failed to meet the guidelines established by the GE Rule. These students hold nearly $7.5 billion in student debt they are unlikely to be able to repay.

The Gainful Employment Rule Saved Money:

- Because it reduced the amount of student aid wasted at low-quality programs, repealing the GE rule costs money. In rescinding the rule the Department of Education acknowledged that eliminating the GE Rule would cost $6.2 billion over the next ten years.

The Gainful Employment Rule Worked to Improve Quality and Lower Costs:

- College officials and industry observers acknowledge that the GE rule has driven improvement at colleges, leading to free trial periods, more scholarships, lower tuitions, greater focus on employer needs, and other efforts to improve the value they offer students.

- Data released by the Education Department in January 2017 using the debt-to-earnings measure set out in the GE rule demonstrated that fewer than 9 percent of career programs failed to show they offered good value for students.

- Of the programs that failed, almost 98 percent were offered by for-profit colleges. Encouragingly, at least 65 percent of these programs are no longer enrolling new students.

- Students of color account for more than half of the undergraduate enrollment at for-profit colleges, and they are disproportionately impacted by the high-cost, low-quality programs identified and addressed by the GE Rule.

The Gainful Employment Rule was Carefully Considered and Continues to Have Strong Support:

- The GE rule was the culmination of nearly nine years of research and analysis, consideration of nearly 190,000 public comments and a negotiated rulemaking process involving a broad array of stakeholders.

- It was upheld by two federal district courts and unanimously affirmed by an appellate court. Eighteen state attorneys general sued to force the Education Department to implement the GE rule.

- The rule included reasonable provisions for appeals using alternate earnings data, and allowed failing programs at least two years to improve before facing loss of access to federal financial aid.
• The Education Department received over 14,000 concerned comments, when it initially sought to repeal the rule in 2018, and missed its own deadline before finalizing the repeal in 2019.13

• Over 65 organizations working on behalf of students, consumers, and civil rights, state attorneys general, more than 30 organizations representing veterans and servicemembers and 18 state attorneys general continue to support the rule and oppose its elimination.14

---

2. Failing programs are those where typical graduates’ estimated student loan payments exceed both 12 percent of total income and 30 percent of discretionary income; programs that fail in two out of three years lose eligibility for federal financial aid. “Zone” programs are those where typical graduates’ estimated student loan payments exceed both 8 percent of total income and 20 percent of discretionary income; zone programs lose eligibility if they fail in four consecutive years. Passing programs are those where typical graduates’ estimated student loan payments are below either 8 percent of total income or 20 percent of discretionary income. U.S. Department of Education. “Education Department Releases Final Debt-to-Earnings Rates for Gainful Employment Programs.” January 9, 2017.